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Foundations in Diagnosing &
Treating Complex Cases (Core I)
This course will start you on a path to a greater understanding and
enjoyment in your profession! An exciting hands-on course that gives you
the tools to treat complex cases and gain treatment acceptance from your
patients using Physiologic Based Dentistry! 

You have patients in your practice RIGHT NOW that can benefit from these
concepts; you have the opportunity to change their lives starting the day
you return to your office!

Course Objectives:
Recognize musculoskeletal signs & symptoms of TMD
Discuss why & how to take a physiologic bite & its

Create the ideal Physiologic Orthotic
Eliminate Bruxism/Grinding in almost every case
Develop skills to eliminate chronic pain no other health

Discuss the bite positions related to headache, neck pain

Identify the underlying cause of malocclusion and its importance
Identify why Class 2 & Class 3 malocclusions develop
Discuss which cosmetic cases may require additional

Discuss the relationship of airway & TMD
Introducing the new Tag Bite℠ hands-on workshop for TMD cases
Most importantly learn to love what you do for a living! 
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       provider can

       and back pain

       multidisciplinary treatment to ensure success

Prerequisites: None
Length of Course: 3 Days
CE Credits: 21           
AGD Code: 180, 734

Approved PACE Program Provider FAGD/MAGD credit
Approval does not imply acceptance by state or
provincial board of dentistry or AGD endorsement.
6/1/2022 to 5/31/2025. Provider ID#208412

Registration fees are to cover the team at LVI’s cost for employees time from sales to reserve your spot in the course,
order supplies for the hands on portion, start the paperwork in the programs department as well as the accounting
departing and are non-refundable and must be exercised within two years. LVI Global, LLC (“LVI”) reserves the right to
cancel courses 30 days prior to the scheduled date of a course or activity, although that would be rare. Should LVI
cancel a course or activity, LVI will apply the full value of any deposits and fees related to said course or activity to
future LVI course or activities. LVI will not be responsible for any other fees, costs or consequential damages
associated with canceling this LVI course or activity.

Doctor Tuition: $2,995 
*Auditor Tuition: $1,497
Team Tuition: $795

          


